SKILLSETS OF EVOLUTION
Introduction ~ Serving as a Divine Channel

Most of us know that planet Earth, and the entire human race, is undergoing an
unprecedented transition; evolving into a new and upgraded timeline and one that
is referred to as unity consciousness. Many of us have a mission and soul purpose to
assist in this monumental shift.
Skillsets of Evolution speaks to those who are dedicated to outer service and helping
others to awaken to their greater potential. It also gives great support to our next
level of planetary service as we learn how to more effectively and efficiently serve as
a unified collective.
The highest purpose of these teachings is to accelerate the development of your
abilities in order to sincerely affect big change on the Earth while reaching the
greatest numbers of people possible.
This course will help reprogram you to be a form of 'energy technology' and able to
transform other energy fields in separation through your very presence alone. This
happens primarily through the embodied knowledge of who and what you are and,
then, applying that realization into conscious service.
Skillsets of Evolution can be regarded as an advanced program of spiritual initiation.
These greater abilities are a natural and gradual unfolding, yet, through this course
you are receiving a monumental initiation to get the momentum rolling really
strong.
The course is specifically designed for spiritual students who are developing
mastery over their personality body and the divisive duality program. This means
that you have mental stability, emotional balance and have already studied and
practiced with spiritual principles. It is only then that what will be initiated for you
through this course can really take hold and with genuine results achieved.
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For those of you who are just awakening to your spirituality and are in early phases
of initiation and purification, this information will give profound understanding to
what lies just ahead.
Skillsets of Evolution is the sequel to the program of Morphogenesis and the two are
very synergistic; each supporting the other. Throughout this next section, I refer
frequently to the ideas presented in Morphogenesis and, thus, it would be very
advantageous to first read that section before engaging with this one.
We are all advancing into greater levels of service. To be motivated by service is the
natural progression of evolution of the human soul. Once we are free from
attachment to the humanity identity, and once we are no longer controlled by the
senses, we can more easily see the illusion that the world really is. It is then that we
are elevated to be in this world, but not of it.
To be 'in service' is all that really remains as the one and true mission of our
evolving natures. Service eventually becomes our single most motivating factor in
life and gives back tremendous fulfillment. This is because service is the soul's
purpose.

Rising in Service as a Divine Channel
Your personal skillsets of evolution are a natural unfolding of living as the Greater
Self. The Greater Self is that aspect of brilliance that lives within you at all times as
the 'voice of conscience'. It has always been there, like a guardian angel, guiding you
like a beacon and fulfilling your every need.
The only difference, now, is that you are consciously working in tandem with this
influence as part of an even greater evolutionary forcefield of high purpose.
It is your Greater Self that connects and links your human aspect to the dimension of
unified awareness. It is your Greater Self that facilitates the awakening of your
consciousness through its constant promptings to upshift your act into a much
higher gear.
We have a tendency, though, to forget about who we are as a totality. We separate
ourselves from the Greater Self as if it is an entity that is outside of us, maybe
somewhere above us, or that resides in the ethers. Yet, the truth is, that this often
mysterious 'Greater Self' is who we already are; right here and right now!
Physical reality reflects the strongest idea that you have of yourself. This is why it is
said “all realities lie within you”. You do not exist in physical reality. Physical reality
exists within you.
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Your beliefs, emotions and outer actions form the ego structure that allows you to
function as a physical representation of your vast awareness. Your human self is but
a miniscule aspect of who you really are as a great multidimensional being.
What we are doing in this coursework is marrying our human identity with the
Greater Self so that this union creates us to be a very influential channel and able to
assist others in a very meaningful way.
This program is going to retrain your brain to serve in its intended design as a
receiving station and conduit for the streams of benevolent light.
When you can make contact with and cohere to the channel of the Greater Self,
expanded truths are revealed. You become highly motivated. This is when you can
live your life governed by providence, which is the direct revelation of the Great
Spirit expressing through the form.
You are no longer making the distinction of your Greater Self as something that is
clothed in mystery or that is unreachable. You are now crossing the bridge of
understanding and living as the Greater Self, right now. You are stepping into and
living the concept that physical reality is an expression of how you think and how
you see yourself.
In physical reality, everything is a reflection. Everything is reflecting your state of
mind. How you perceive is how life expresses. With your attention upon the 'whole'
of you, you magnetize that resonance into all of your life experiences.
The less separation you see between yourself as a human being and yourself as a
great spiritual presence, the more you will gain in personal empowerment and the
more you will expand in your ability to influence others.

Qualities of a Divine Channel
Let's dive deeper into this idea about serving as a Divine Channel.
First, realize that you are always channeling energy. You are constantly channeling
information and ideas to create your experiences because you are always in contact
with the greater ‘you’. You are one and the same. Whether you realize it or not, you
are constantly being impressed by the inner guru.
What you are doing now is to upgrade your receiver and transmitter antennas by
learning how to channel in a much clearer and conscious way.
There are three essential qualities to be very effective as a Divine Channel. These are
areas that you most likely are already addressing in your spiritual development.
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1. The Quality of Integrity
The first quality is personal integrity.
You are expanding now into a multi-dimensional interface. To do this, you have to
be holistically integrated from within. This is a level of integration that brings
pristine and seamless integrity to your entire energy field.
* Integrity exists in your energy field.
* Integrity exists between your personality and your soul.
* Integrity exists between your human and your Creator.
* Integrity exists between all of your relationships.
* There is integrity between your intentions and your actions.
All is unified and working synergistically. Your thoughts match your feelings; your
feelings match your actions. You 'walk your talk' in every way.
Through the quality of integrity, you create life reflections that mirror this holistic
blending. This is true power! It is from this empowered level of integration that
births your skillsets of evolution; especially the ability to serve as a Divine Channel.
In whatever way that you see yourself, you will likewise see the world. If you are
separated and disconnected within, this will be your perception of the outside
world. If you are angry with yourself, you will be angry at the world. If you have
beliefs that are divisive, you will see a divided world. If you have inner conflict, outer
chaos will ensue.
On the other hand, if you are one with your totality, perceiving yourself and your
creator as unified and working together, your life will function holistically and with
a high degree of sustainability. You will experience an Earth reality that is peaceful
and purposeful and one that expresses abundance on every level of your life.
This reality exists now for all of us. Yet, it will never be seen until we make the
vibration of that preferred resonance and that preferred world our own.
This is what it means to serve as a Divine Channel in these dramatically changing
times upon our planet. A dimensional shift must be made in our thought structure. It
is to primarily shift from the conditioned viewpoint of ‘seeing is believing’ to
‘believing is seeing’.
It is all right here. Everything is right now. The reality you get is the one that you are
tuned into on a consistent basis.
You already possess evolutionary abilities that are inherent within you. To reveal
them, is simply to ‘be’ the new idea right now.
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2. The Quality of Self-Validation
The second important quality to serve as a Divine Channel has to do with selfvalidation. You validate yourself by placing high value upon your life and how you
are choosing to navigate it in order to learn and evolve. Self-validation means that
you honor your choices and are consistently living the true frequency of your core
values.
We all are amazing manifesters when we are aligned with our true fundamental self.
You will know that you are aligned and living your true fundamental self when you
are inspired and act upon your inspiration without hesitation. You live according to
your preferences and experience these inspired flows as joy, creativity and love.
Inspiration can be defined as the divine guidance that is exerted directly upon the
mind and soul of humankind. To be inspired means that your mind has reached a
stage where you are consciously and positively under the direction of your Greater
Self, the God within.
Joy, passion, inspiration and excitement are feeling states that give valuable clues to
your next step towards something. This 'some-thing' is what you will actually be
able to accomplish most easily, most effortlessly, because it inspires you. Your
vibration is fully engaged and so the manifesting forces come in and respond to you
through your tremendous flow of pumped up, positive feeling.
If you are experiencing the opposite, look at the definitions that you are assigning to
things. It could be a definition that was created because of previous hurts or that
you have inherited from childhood. When you are misaligned to your true core self,
you may feel this energy as fear, anxiety or as lacking something. Many of these
false definitions keep us stagnated upon a giant wheel of pain and discomfort.
This is especially true for those definitions that de-value the self in any way. Without
an understanding of our own value as a human being, advanced abilities cannot be
fully realized. Only when you place high value upon yourself as being worthy,
supported and unconditionally loved, holding yourself in the same value that your
Creator holds you, only then will your evolutionary skillsets be most effective.
Always, always remember that you are within God and God is within you. God is
experiencing itself through you as a human channel. This is your highest alignment
and truth. Validate and honor thyself. I cannot emphasize this enough.
To reunite with your Greater Self is to know that your entire life is a blessing. You
consistently validate all of your life experiences and situations as a blessing and an
orchestration for your highest good. Through self-validation, you will always be
supported in anything you want to do. Synchronicity will abound.
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These new skillsets do not develop and act on their own because they are
synergistic with your awareness and your beliefs. They are empowered and
propelled through your consciousness. This has everything to do with the value that
you place upon yourself as a magnificent creator being that is thoroughly supported
and loved.
The quality of self-validation is so important because your developing abilities to
serve as a Divine Channel will only be as effective as the energy you give to them.
This energy is born out of personal integrity and honor. The real motivating power
comes through you.
3. The Quality of Presence
The third, most essential quality to serve as a Divine Channel is 'presence'. This
means that you are grounded, fully present and can center yourself at any moment.
In this Skillsets of Evolution course, we are developing ourselves to be telepathic
communicators. We are strengthening our magnetism. We are serving as
instruments of sensitivity and omnipresent energy transmitters.
If we are not present and grounded in this here and this now, the streams of divine
impression are not able to find us, let alone channel through us. This means to be
free from regretful thoughts, petty nuisances or future worries.
To open these expanded pathways, one has to have some form of practice that
quiets and disciplines the mind as a receiving station. Our energy body and
electromagnetic field must be calm and stabilized in order to both record and
transmit the higher dimensional impressions.
Through our grounded and stilled presence, there is a cultivated inner focusing and
alert mental detachment. One of my master teachers always referred to this as
‘poised intensity’.
Life as a Divine Channel is living from the center point. Our form is purified and
prepared. We are highly focused. Our eyes are forward. Emotions are stable and we
come from compassionate love and understanding. We are a unity in power. All is
for the power and glory of the One. Our love of love dominates. We sustain ourselves
from the center of our pulsating sphere.
When we stand calm at the center point, we attract. We direct. We choose. From the
center point, we love all; drawing everything to the center. From the illumined
center, the love of God's eternal plan perfectly guides and controls our life. Our
mind, our vision and our working hands are motivated by humanity's progression
into unity.
To authentically serve as a Divine Channel, we know how to stand still, quiet and
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unafraid. We meet the opportunities that come our way, acting upon the incoming
streams of intuition and positive synchronicity. We follow these messages and apply
ourselves to the needs to be met.
This is why there is so much focus and teaching upon meditation. My master teacher
used to tell me to stop all of my work until I learned the art of standing still. He
would instruct me to dissociate myself from all of my visions and adored truths.
To be a Divine Channel, he said, is to have the ability to stand quietly at the center
until a time when you can align yourself with all visions, with all forms of truth, with
all dreams of reality, and then to find, behind all of this, God.
The information on the following pages will help you to understand how to sincerely
and authentically serve as a Divine Channel. You will learn about eight important
skillsets that are fundamental to your evolving nature.
These are multidimensional abilities and they are all naturally interrelated and
synergistic. It can be no other way. After all, we are moving beyond the linear
sequence.
This information is born from direct experience and the knowing that comes from
being divinely attuned. It might very well mirror your own experiences, as well. It is
my deepest hope that these perspectives will create a great opening to your
remembrance about the skills that you already possess.
Enjoy the journey!
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